
Answers 

 

Ex.1  Rewrite the sentences beginning with one of the clause forms shown in A and D.  

 

1 Seeing the dog coming towards her, she quickly crossed the road.  

2 Dressed (Being dressed) all in black, she couldn't be seen in the starless night.  

3 Not having a credit card, I found it difficult to book an airline ticket over the phone.  

4 Keith spent a lot of time filling in job application forms being unemployed. 

5 Walking quickly, I soon caught up with her.  

6 Built of wood (Being built of wood), the house was clearly a fire risk. 

7 Having been told off the day before for arriving late, I was eager to catch the bus in good 

time. 

8 Not knowing where the theatre was, so she asked for directions at the hotel reception.  

9 Being a nurse, she knew what to do after the accident. 

  10 Having spent his childhood in Oslo, he knew the city well. 

 

Ex.2  Complete the sentences with either having + past participle or the -ing form of one of these verbs. 

In which is it also possible to use either form with a similar meaning?  

move     park     suffer     wait     walk 

1. Having parked ( Parking) the car about a kilometer from the stadium, I walked the rest of the way. 

2. Having moved (Moving) out of the city, she felt much happier. 

3  Walking through the tunnel, I banged my head on the low roof. 

4  Having waited six months for the washing machine to be delivered, I decided to cancel the order. 

5. Having suffered from depression himself as a teenager, Kevin could understand how his son was 

feeling.  

 

Ex.3 Complete these sentences with a preposition from (1) and a verb from (2). Use an -ing form of 

the verb or being + past participle. as appropriate. You will need to use some of the words from 

(1) more than once.  

 

(1) after    before    since    through    while 

(2) come    interview    leave    overthrow    sell    take    welcome    work  

 

    1. Since coming…  

2. While being interviewed… 

3. Before taking… 

4. While welcoming… 

5. Since being overthrown… (After being overthrown…) 

6. Through working… (After working…) 

7. Before being sold… 

8. After leaving…  

 

Ex.4  Rewrite these sentences beginning With... -ing or Without... -ing.  

 

1 With Kathy having flu we couldn’t go on holiday.  

2. Without having more information, I won’t be able to advise you.  

3. Without realizing it, he had solved the problem.  

4. With time running out before the train left I couldn’t wait for Ken any longer.  

 

Ex. 5. Match the sentence halves and rewrite. 
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